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NAZI COMMAND IN DIFFICULTIES

The Los Angeles Times yesterday observed: Field Marshal Rommel has hastily
abandoned his defense lines at El Agheila and is streaking westward, It must be

that the Nazi High Command found itself unable to supply both Rommel and the forces

of Tunis and Bizerta and chose to send its men, tanks and guns and planes to the

latter points. But the farther west Rommel flees the better the British and

American opportunity to interrupt and harass the supplies to Tunisia and the more

likihood there is that all the Nazis and Italians can be squeezed cut of North

Africa,

ROMMEL'S WEAK REMNANT

The Atlanta Journal yesterday stated: General Montgomery ’s brilliant stroke in

flanking and trapping a large part of the axis army on its retreat toward Tripoli
bids fair to hasten the conclusion of the North African campaign. Hommel's once

formidable Corps is now reduced to a weak remnant stripped of most of its armoured

power. Even If he succeeds in joining up with the German and Italian forces in

Tunisia he can hardly throw any decisive strength into that quarter.

AMERICA'S NEW WEAPON

The New York Herald Tribune today observes that spokesmen at General Mac-

Arther' s headquarters say that the austral inns have been cutting off Japanese

outposts and freeing local labour conscripted by the Japanese near Salamaua :in

New Guinea for some time. This type of action shows that Japanese activity :’r. the

area is rather straitly circumscribed and i'; offers a promise of greater things

to come.

The Allied Forces in New Guinea, have been using aircraft both for transport

and as a tactical weapon with considerable imagination and success. In particular

they have been employing a device which General Arnold mentioned recently devised

by Lieutenant-General George C. Kenney. It is a parachute bomb which permits

bombers to attack from low levels and also, since it does not bury itself in the

ground can cause havoc among ground troops. This makes the ordinary bomber .real

flying artillery in field operations; it is probably more successful for this

purpose than the divebomber.

ALLIES GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT

The New York Times Columnist, Anne Chare McCormick, discussing recent German

claims of submarine successes broadcast with much fanfare says: The Germans need

such fanfares now more than ever. Sc do the garrison in the occupied countries

where the hope stirred by allied successes makes the job of policing increasingly

arduous and dangerous. In recent months we have not hoard much of ship sinkings,

partly because the German submarines have been shooed away from our front dour,

mostly because counter measures are more efficient and practically all merchant

ships are now convoyed.

So far the Allies have succeeded in keeping all the seas open; it is perhaps
their greatest achievement to elate and the surest augury of victory. But the more

the enemy is cornered the more savagely he will try to cut the line that carries the

instruments of his destruction.

One answer supplied by the increased tempo of ship construction is bigger and

better convoys, another is a thoroughly organised air patrol operated in beats

based on a series of points as from Iceland to the Cape of Good Hope and in

constant operation ever all the convoy routes. This is the suggestion advanced by

Sir Percy Noble who arrived in Washington this week from England to succeed

Admiral Cunningham, now in Africa, as head of the British Admiralty delegation.
Sir Percy is an expert on submarine warfare. For two years from his headquarters
in Liverpool he has been organising and directing convoys and fighting German

U-boats particularly in the North Atlantic,
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ROMMEL'S PREMATURE BOATING

The Kansas City Missouri Times today says: Back in October it may he recalled

Field Marshal Erwin Rommel visited Berlin to receive the plaudits of a grateful

nation upon his recent victory over the British in North Africa, At that time he

made the following statement to German and foreign newspaper correspondents:

"Today we stand 80 miles from Alexandria and hold the gateway cf Egypt with the full

intention of pressing our advantage, ¥e did not go there with any intention of

Being flung Back sooner or later# You may rely upon our holding fast to what we

have got".

December, however, finds Rommel no nearer Alexandria, As a matter of fact

in the last report he was approximately a 1000 miles away and travelling rapidly

in the opposite direction. His Boasts in Berlin sound a little premature ten

weeks later.

No doubt the Marshal would like to forget them. Certainly his Government

must as it trios to explain the true significance of Rommel's westward retreat

and how this strategy will lead to the ultimate expulsion of the British and

Americans from North Africa, What was merely an amusing eccentricity in Douglas

(wrong way) Corrigan when he flew the Atlantic under the alleged impression he

was headed for California becomes rather more disconcerting in a general way,

After all a sense cf direction is useful to a leader who expects to conquer Europe.

DIFFICULT AND THANKLESS TASK

The New York Times today comments; Henderson has resigned from what

the President rightly describes as the difficult and thankless task of price

administrator. Despite inevtiable mistakes and hardships involved in the

imposition of price ceilings and rationing Mr. Henderson on the record has made

a great contribution to our wartime Battle against inflation.

In spite of the enormous pressure of excess purchasing power and the

growing shortages of goods the Index of wholesale prices has advanced only eight

percent in the past year and only three percent since last March, That must

represent pretty close to the maximum of what could Be expected from price

ceilings. From now on it will Be increasingly difficult to achieve as much

without stronger fiscal measures to control the cause of inflation - namely

increased consumer purchasing power, Mr. Henderson has earned the rest his

physicians prescribe. He and his successor are Both entitled to sympathy and

good wishes.
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